
To BC Cranberry Commission, 

 

This is an application from Maplebay Natural Products Inc. (DBA Maplebay Naturals) intending to 
become an agent of BC Cranberry Marketing Commission.  

To briefly introduce who we are, Maplebay has been founded for four years and is based in beautiful 
British Columbia. Maplebay’s main business is natural health food and natural health products. Grown in 
the land of abundance, Maplebay has its mission to deliver natural healthism to its customers and 
demander. With that mission, Maplebay consistently sources its ingredients of the best quality and 
primarily sources locally. Besides, Maplebay carefully controls every part of food processing, assuring 
the quality of the ultimate products. Maplebay now has several product lines and consistently put 
efforts on Research & Development to extend into new types of products to serve the customers better 
and better. 

In terms of some perspectives you wish to understand better: 

a) the market opportunities the applicant intends to pursue 

Maplebay Naturals is the owner of several brands. Related to BC cranberry, Maplebay Naturals have 
products such as Maple Bay Freeze Dried Cranberry, Unicran Organic Dried Cranberry Series, Unicran 
Ruby (Freeze Dried Honey Cranberry), Unicran Booster (Spray Dried Powder Mixture majorly contains 
cranberry). In a word, Maplebay Naturals is doing derivatives or further processed local cranberry 
products, digging the deep value of cranberry in natural health perspective to serve the demanders 
and customers well in a global basis. On the way going, Maplebay continuously develops other 
different forms of cranberry products to extend the overall cranberry markets. 

 

b) How the designation of the agency will benefit the industry as a whole 

As mentioned before about the products from us, Maplebay Naturals has strong relationship with 
local cranberries in BC. Being a representative or agent of BC cranberry has several benefits on the 
whole industry: 

1. We will purchase fresh/frozen cranberries on a regular basis as raw material. 
2. Our innovated form of cranberry products will enlarge the cranberry market. 
3. We promote local cranberry a lot. 
4. We have international customers so that our promotion will help customers from other 

countries to know BC cranberry better.  
 

c) processing, handling, packing, storage and marketing facilities and expertise 

All the manufacturing, handling and packing are done in the certificated food or pharmaceutical 
factory such as Vancouver Freeze Dry, Canadian Phytopharmaceuticle Company etc. We are 
operating with our unique requirement of storage because of the nature of dried products.  In 
terms of marketing, we have several marketing channels including domestic/international 
wholesale and retail through e-commerce.  



d) the applicant’s financial capability and stability 

There should be no problems on our financial capability. There is positive cash flow plus our 
methods of fundraising are various: shareholders’ equity, family investment, immigration 
investment, bank loan, line of credits… 

 

e) demonstrated support from current licensed growers 
 
We have built a good relationship with one of the licensed growers, Brian Dewit who share quite 
a lot potential cooperation. 
 
 

f) the applicant’s understanding of the Act, the Scheme and the General Orders and the 
applicant’s intention to comply with the applicable laws, orders, rules and procedures 

We understand and intend to comply with these laws and rules.  

 
 


